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Abstract: Regular expressions are widely used in the field of compiler design, text editor, search for an email- address, grep 

filter of unix, train track switches, pattern matching ,context switching and in many areas of computer science. The demand 

of smaller regular expression motivates research into the conversion of deterministic finite automta to regular expression 

for obtaining smaller regular expression.For conversion of deterministic finite automata to regular expression, several 

techniques like Transitive closure method, Brzozowski Algebraic method and state elimination method have been 

proposed. None of the above specified technique is able to find smallest regular expression. Our purpose is to find the 

smallest regular expression equivalent to given deterministic finite automata. State elimination approach is the most widely 

used and efficient approach for converting deterministic finite automata to regular expression. In order to choose optimal 

removing sequence of states in state elimination method for obtaining smaller regular expression, some heuristics like 

Delgado and Morais‟s state weight heuristic and Yo-Sub Han and Derick Wood‟s concept of bridge state, vertical 

chopping and horizontal chopping have been proposed. 

This report investigates and compares different techniques used for converting deterministic finite automata to regular 

expression. Brief comparisons amongst different techniques are presented and several heuristics are explored for obtaining 

smaller regular expression using state elimination approach. In order to obtain smaller regular expression using state 

elimination method optimal removal sequence of states should be choosen. 

 

Keyword: Finite Automata, Deterministic Finite Automata, Non-deterministic Finite Automata, Regular Expression, 

Graphical User Interface 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

This chapter gives an introduction to automata and regular expression. Some basic definitions, notations and organization 

of thesis along with brief idea about the contents of each of the following chapters have also given in this chapter. 
 

• What is Automata? 
 

The theory of computation  is the branch of computer science and mathematics that deals with whether and how efficiently 

problems can be solved on a model of computation using an algorithm. In theoretical computer science, automata theory is 

the study of abstract machines and the computational problems that can be solved using these abstract machines. These 

abstract machines are called automata. 

Automata theory is closely related to formal language theory as the automata are often classified by the class of formal 

languages they are able to recognize. Study of automata is an important part of core of Computer Science. Automata is 

used in designing and checking the behaviour of digital circuits, in lexical analysis phase of compiler construction, in 

software for scanning large bodies of text and in software for verifying systems of all types that have finite number of 

distinct states, such as communications protocols. Finite automata have finite number of states. For example, following 

figure 1.1 shows finite automata model for switch. 
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A finite automata shown in figure 1.1 has two states, „off‟ and „on‟, represented by a circle. Arcs between the states are 

labelled by an input symbol. Here, both the arcs have input symbol push, which represent a user pushing the button. When 

push input is given to state „off‟, control goes to state „on‟. An arrow leading to state „off‟ indicates that it is start state of 

finite automata. 

It is necessary to indicate final or accepting state of finite automata, so that it can be checked which particular sequence of 

input symbols is accepted by finite automata. For example, following automata accept the string “start”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: A finite automata for recognition of string “start” 

 

As shown in figure , a finite automata has six states and there is a transition from one state to other with particular input 

symbol. This finite automata recognizes the string 

 

“start” and each state of finite automata represents the different position of string that has been reached so far. Finite 

automata can be deterministic and non-deterministic. Every regular language that is described by non-deterministic finite 

automata can also be described by deterministic finite automata. 

 

Regular expressions [31] also denote regular languages, which consists of strings of particular type. The patterns of strings 

described by regular expression are exactly same as what can be described by finite automata. It means every formal 

language defined by any finite automata is also defined by a regular expression. 

 

• Definitions and Notations 

 
� Alphabet and Language: 

Alphabet is defined as finite non-empty set of symbols on which the language is defined. Alphabets are denoted by ∑. 

Language [16, 23] is defined as a subset of ∑
*
. Empty string and null language are denoted by ϵ and ϕ respectively. 

Various kinds of formal languages can be classified as regular, context free, context sensitive and recursive language. 

Regular language can be described by regular expression, finite automata (Deterministic or Non-deterministic). A language 

over 0 and 1 that will include all strings having length less than 2 is L={ ϵ,0,1,00,01,10,11}. 

 

� Operations on languages 
 

Following are the operations that can be performed on languages. 

 

1. Union: Union of two languages L1 and L2 is set of all the strings that are in either L1 or L2, or both. For example, 

if L1={001,10,111} and L2={ϵ,01}, then 

 

a. L1UL2={ϵ,01,001,10,111}. 

 

2. Concatenation: Concatenation of two languages L1 and L2 is set of all the strings that can be formed by taking 

any string in L1 and concatenating it with any string in L2. Regular Language can be expressed by regular 

expression or DFA. i.e. 

 

a. if L1={001,10,111} and L2={ϵ,01}, then L1L2={001,10,111,00101,1001,11101}. 

 

3. Kleene Closure: Kleene closure of a language L represent the set of those strings that can be formed by taking 

any number of strings from L, possibly with repetitions (same string can be selected more than once) and 
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concatenating all of 

 

a. them. Kleene closure of a language L is denoted by L
*
. For example if L={0,1}, then kleene closure of L 

is all strings of 0‟s and 1‟s i.e. L
*
 ={ϵ,0,1,01,001,0110,111010................}. 

 

 

� Deterministic Finite Automata: 

Deterministic finite automaton (DFA) is a finite state machine accepting finite strings of symbols. For each state, there is a 

transition arrow leading out to a next state for each symbol. 

 

Deterministic finite automata (DFA) can be defined by 5-tuples (Q, Σ, δ, q0, F), where Q is a finite set of states 

Σ is a finite set of symbols 

 

δ is the transition function, that is, δ: Q × Σ → Q. q0 is the start state 

F is a set of states of Q (i.e. F⊆Q) called accept states. 

 

Transition functions can also be represented by transition table as shown in table . Example 1.1: A finite automata is 

represented by ({0, 1, 2}, {a}, δ, {0}, {2}) where, δ is shown in the following table. 

 

Transition Table representing transition function of DFA 
 

State (Q) Next State  δ(q,a) 

  

0 1 

  

1 2 

  

2 2 

  

 

 

Transition function can also be represented by transition diagram as shown below in figure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Deterministic finite automata corresponding to table 

 

 

� Non-deterministic Finite Automata: 

A Non-deterministic finite automata (NFA) is same as DFA except the transition function. Transition function in NFA is 

defined as: Q × Σ → 2
Q
. A Non-deterministic finite automaton (NFA) is a finite state machine where for each pair of state 

and input symbol there may be more than one next states. Following figure  shows non-deterministic finite automata 

accepting all the strings terminating with 01 and in which state A has two transitions for same input symbol 0. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

� Regular Expression: 
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A regular expression (RE) is a pattern that describes some set of strings. Regular expression over a language can be defined 

as: 

 

1) Regular expression for each alphabet will be represented by itself. The empty string (ϵ) and null language (ϕ) are 

regular expression denoting the language {ϵ} and {ϕ} respectively. 

 

2) If E and F are regular expressions denoting the languages L(E) and L(F) respectively, then following rules can be 

applied recursively 

 

a) Union of E and F will be denoted by regular expression E+F and representing language L(E) U L(F). 

 

b) Concatenation of E and F denoted by EF and representing language L(E*F) = L(E) * L(F). 

 

c) Kleene closure will be denoted by E
*
 and represent language (L(E))

*
. 

3)  Any regular expression can be formed using 1-2 rules only. 

 

For example, the set containing the three strings "Handel", "Händel", and "Haendel" can be described by the pattern 

H(ä|ae?)ndel. Alternatively, pattern matches each of the three strings. 

 

• Thesis Outline 
 

Thesis is organized into 5 chapters. Chapter 1 describes background information relating to deterministic finite automata, 

regular expression. Chapter 2 describes different approaches used for converting deterministic finite automata to regular 

expression. Chapter 3 describes motivation behind the thesis, discusses the problem statement and compares different 

approaches used for conversion of deterministic finite automata to regular expression. Chapter 3 also describes newly 

proposed heuristics in this thesis work for obtaining smaller regular expression. Chapter 4 includes the implementation 

detail of proposed heuristics; Chapter 5 summarizes the conclusions drawn in the thesis along with the future research 

directions. 

 

II. Conversion of DFA to RE 
 
 
This section describes different techniques used for converting deterministic finite automata to regular expression. 

Heuristics like bridge state concept, horizontal chopping, vertical chopping and Delgado and Morais‟s state weight 

approach for choosing optimal removal sequence of states in order to obtain smaller regular expression using state 

elimination method has also been described in this chapter. 

 

Kleene proves that every RE has equivalent DFA and vice versa. On the basis of this theoretical result, it is clear that DFA 

can be converted into RE and vice versa using some algorithms or techniques. For converting RE to DFA, first we convert 

RE to NFA(Thomson Construction) and then NFA is converted into DFA(Subset construction).For conversion of DFA to 

regular expression, following methods have been introduced. 

 

 Transitive closure method 

 

 Brzozowski Algebraic method 

 

 State elimination method 

 

 Transitive Closure Method 

Kleene's transitive closure method defines regular expressions and proves that there is equivalent RE corresponding to a 

DFA. Transitive closure is the first mathematical technique, for converting DFAs to regular expressions. It is based on the 

dynamic programming technique. In this method we use Rij
k
 which denotes set of all the strings in ∑

*
 that take the DFA 

from the state qi to qj without entering or leaving any state higher than qk. There are finite sets of Rij
k
 so that each of them is 

generated by a simple regular expression that lists out all the strings. 

 

Let regular expression Rij  represents the set of all strings that take the DFA from state qi 
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to qj. R 

i

j 

can be constructed by successively constructing R
1
 , R

2
 , R

3
 ,...........R

m
 .  

        ij 

i

j 

i

j ij  

R 
k
  is recursively defined as:  R

k
   R

k
 
1

 
(Rk 1 )* Rk 

1  R
k
 
1

 ………………….(1)  

ij    ij ik kk kj ij      

Assuming we have initialized Rij
0
 to be:        

   r if i≠j and r transitions from qi to qj      

Rij
0
 = r +ϵ if i=j and r transitions from qi to qj      

 

ϕ otherwise 

Using (1) Rk   Rk 1 
(Rk 1 )* Rk 

1 
 Rk 

1 , we obtained regular expression R i

j 

.  

 ij ik kk kj ij    

 

This successive construction builds up regular expressions until we have Rij. Then construct a regular expression 

representing DFA as the union of all Rsf, where qs is the starting state and qf is the final state of DFA. The chief problem of 

the transitive closure approach is that it creates very large regular expressions. 

 

Following Kleene's algorithm constructs a regular expression R from a deterministic finite automata „A‟ such that L(R) = 

L(A). Suppose the states of „A‟ are numbered 

 

1,2.......,n and Kleene's algorithm constructs a set of regular expressions R[i,j,k] representing all paths from state i to state j 

with no intermediate node in the path numbered higher than k. 

 

 

If start state of DFA is 1, then regular expression for the DFA is sum (union) of all expressions R[1,j,n] where j is a final 

state. 

 

Consider the DFA given in fig. 2 and applying transitive closure method on it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DFA for the language having odd number of 0’s 
 

 Brzozwski Algebraic Method 

 

Brzozowski method is a unique approach for converting deterministic finite automata to regular expressions. In this 

approach first characteristic equations for each state are created which represent regular expression for that state. Regular 

expression equivalent to deterministic finite automata is obtained after solving the equation of Rs 

(regular expression associated with starting state qs ). 

 

If Ri is regular expression for state qi and there is a transition on reading input symbol a from state qi to qj , then term aRj is 

added in the equation for Ri . If qi is final node then term ϵ (null index) is added in the equation. This leads to a system of 

equations in the form: 

R1 = a1R1 + a2R2 + ……… 

 

R2 = a1R1 + a2R2 + a3R3 +……… 
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Rm = a1R1 + a2R2 + …+ … ϵ ϵ is added if Rm is final node Where ax = ∅ if there is no transition from Ri to Rj. 

 

Using Arden‟s Theorem [31] we solve the obtained equations. Arden‟s theorem states that if an equation is of the form X 

= AX + B, its solution is X = A
*
 B 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DFA for strings with an odd no of 1’s. 
 

Characteristics equations are as follow: 

 

A = 0A + 1B…………………… (2) 

 

B = 1A + 0B + ϵ…………........... (3) 

 

Solving these equations by Arden‟s theorem 

 

B = 1A + 0B + ϵ= 0B + (1A + ϵ)=0
*
(1A + ϵ) 

 

B= 0
*
(1A) + 0

*
( ϵ)= 01

*
A + 0

*
…………………….. (4) 

 

Using (4) we obtain 

 

A = 0A + 1B= 0A + 1(0
*
1A + 0

*
) = 0A + 10

*
1A + 10

*
 

 

A=  (0 + 10
*
1)

*
(10

*
) (Using Arden‟s rule) 

 

 State Elimination Method 

The state removal approach] is widely used approach for converting DFA to regular expression. In this approach, states of 

DFA are removed one by one until we left with only starting and final state, for each removed state regular expression is 

generated. This newly generated regular expression act as input for a state which is next to removed state. The advantage 

of this technique over the transitive closure method is that it is easier to visualize. This technique is described by Du and 

Ko ,but a much simpler approach is given by Linz First, if there are multiple edges from one node to other node, then these 

are unified into a single edge that contains the union of inputs. Suppose from q1 to q2 there is an edge weighted „a‟ and an 

edge weighted „b‟, those would be unified into one edge from q1 to q2 that has the weight (a + b). If there are n accepting 

states, take union of n different regular expressions. 

 

For example, DFA shown in figure 2.3 is converted to regular expression using state elimination method 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An example of state elimination method. 

 

Equivalent regular expression corresponding to given DFA is (0+10)*11(0)*. But in state elimination method using 

different removal sequences of states, we obtain different regular expressions for the same language. Therefore depending 

on which removal sequence we choose, we may have a smaller regular expression for the same deterministic finite 
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automata. We require a removal sequence which gives smaller regular expression. 

 

 

 

 

 

. 

 

An example of different removal sequence of states gives different 
 

 Bridge State 

 

Han and Wood [33] proposed the concept of bridge state in the state elimination method. A state qb of automata A is said 

to be bridge state, if it satisfies the following conditions: 

 

1) State qb is neither a start nor a final state. 

 

2) For each string w ϵ L(A), its path in A must pass through qb at least once. 

 

3) Once string w‟s path passes through qb for the first time, the path can never pass through any states that have been 

visited before apart from state qb. 

 

Consider the following deterministic finite automata shown in figure 2.10. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An example deterministic finite automata having bridge state 
 

State 1 and state 4 satisfy all the conditions of bridge state introduced by Han and Wood. In figure 2.10, removal sequence 

2-3-1-4 gives regular expression R1= a(aa+bb)b as shown in figure 2.11 whereas removal sequence 1-4-2-3 and 1-2-4-3 

gives regular expression R2=(aaab+baaa). Note that | R1|<| R2
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An example of elimination of non-bridge states before bridge states. 
 

state 1 and state 4 satisfy all the conditions of bridge state and if we remove bridge states after removing all non-bridge 

states, regular expression obtained is R1=a(ba+ab)(ab)
*
(aa+b). Regular expression R2=(ab(ab+aa(ba)

*
a) + 

aa(bb+ba(ba)
*
a)) is obtained if bridge states are removed before removing non-bridge states of deterministic finite 

automata and | R1|<| R2|. In order to obtain smaller regular expression from deterministic finite automata bridge state 

should be removed after removing all non-bridge state . 

 

III. Experimental Results and Software validation 

 
This chapter gives the description of the software developed for the conversion of deterministic finite automata to regular 

expression using state elimination method with heuristics proposed by various researchers for choosing optimal removal 

sequence. Verification and Validation of the software for the newly proposed heuristics have also been carried out. 

 

• Software for Conversion of DFA to RE  using State Elimination 
 

Approach 

 

Software for conversion of DFA to RE has been developed in java. After execution of software java applet or GUI is 

created that takes deterministic finite automata as input and gives regular expression equivalent to input DFA. It also 

shows the DFA after removal of every state of DFA i.e. shows intermediate results. Following steps are carried out to 

convert DFA to RE. 

 

1. Select the operation „Add Node‟ from combo box. 

 

2. Create the states of DFA by left click the mouse button on the panel as shown below. 

 

3. After creating states of DFA, select the operation add edge from the combo box. To create an edge between two 

states, first left click on source state then left click on destination state of edge. Make sure that weight of edge has 

been entered into the text box named weight. 

4. After connecting all the states of DFA, select the starting state and final state of the DFA from combo box named 

initial node and final node respectively. 

 

5. Weight of edge can be changed by left clicking mouse on the arrow of the edge and then new weight can be updated 

in the text box named weight. After this click the change weight button. 

 

6. After selecting starting and final state of the DFA, click on button DFA to create a DFA. It also finds the bridge 

states that are shown below the panel. 

 

7.  Now states of DFA can be removed by two ways 

 

1)  By clicking continue button 

2) By clicking manually delete button. 

 

If continue button is pressed then all the states of DFA can be removed automatically and for choosing optimal removal 

sequence of states for smaller regular expression heuristics, that has been discussed in previous chapter, are used. 
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DFA after each step of state elimination. 

 

It also shows intermediate stage after removal of every state and gives regular expression equivalent to input DFA. As 

shown in above figures state of DFA are removed using heuristics discussed in this thesis. State 1 and state 4 are bridge 

states and these states should be removed at last. So regular expression a(ba+ab)a is obtained and it is also shown below 

the panel of main applet. 

 

If manually delete button is pressed then nodes of DFA are deleted one by one after selecting particular state you want to 

delete from combo box named Delete Node and then pressing next button. After removing all the nodes except starting 

and final nodes of DFA, regular expression equivalent to input DFA is generated. 

 

IV .Conclusions and Future work 
 
This thesis work provides an insight into the various approaches used for conversion of deterministic finite automata to 

regular expression. Comparisons between different techniques for conversion of DFA to RE are carried out. New 

heuristics are proposed for choosing optimal removal sequence of states in state elimination method. Software is 

designed for conversion of DFA to RE using state elimination approaches along with newly designed heuristics for 

choosing optimal removal sequence of states. 

 

State elimination method takes less time, and generally gives smaller regular expression as compared to Transitive 

closure and Brzozowski algebraic method. In state elimination method for a DFA having n states excluding starting and 

final state, n! removal sequences are possible and the different removal sequences of states give us different regular 

expression equivalent to same DFA. By choosing a good removal sequence, we can obtain a shorter regular expression. 

Concept of bridge state and state weight approach, have been proposed by researchers to generate smaller regular 

expression. Using structural properties of given DFA, smaller regular expression can be generated using optimal removal 

sequence of states in state elimination method. 

 

Based on structural properties of DFA, new heuristics are proposed in this thesis work using concept of sub-circle and 

circle presented in the DFA. Using these new heuristics, smaller regular expression can be generated. 

 

• Future Scope 
 

Conversion of DFA to RE is NP-complete problem. Newly designed heuristics can be validated on some real time 

applications. Still, there is a scope of generating smaller RE equivalent to a DFA. New heuristics or approaches can be 

designed to obtain smaller regular expression. 
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